
Unique raw material from Xanto 
It is such a valuable raw material that foreign laboratories carry out expensive 
tests on it, receiving an equivalent payment. Soon, thanks to a Polish company, 
it will become more widely available. 

 
Photo 1 Xanthohumol over 99% 

It's yellow. It looks a bit like turmeric and colors the skin in the same way. It has a slightly bitter 
taste. Maybe that's where the bitterness in beer comes from? Because it is contained in hops. 
And it turns out that it shows a number of health-promoting properties. Xanthohumol is a 
flavonoid, i.e. a natural organic compound. It comes from the female inflorescences of the 
common hop (hummulus luppulus). This substance has a positive effect on human health. 
It is an antioxidant, delays the ageing process, adds vigour, has an anti-inflammatory 
effect, is also highly effective against fungi, bacteria, viruses and even cancer. Looking 
through Google scholar database we can come across a considerable number of scientific 
publications on its health-promoting properties. Despite its properties, so far it has not 
been available on the market, mainly due to its prohibitive price. It can be purchased in 
synthetic and natural form. For 1 mg of natural xanthohumol purity equal to or greater 
than 96% tested by HPLC method, you have to pay several dozen euros in a large chemical 
company. No wonder, then, that not much is heard about this substance. This should 
change. The company Xanto is just opening up to the market, offering xanthohumol at a 
much lower price. It is the world's only licensee of a patent for a unique technology that 
allows a product with significantly higher HPLC purity: at least 98%. 



- In a nutshell, this is solvent extraction. After the second cycle we are able to achieve even 
higher purity, as high as 99,87% HPLC. I would like to add that the patent is maintained in 
about 40 countries, which makes us practically the only producer of natural xanthohumol with 
such high HPLC purity. I think that the fact that the German laboratory prefers to pay for the 
material in an equivalent amount says a lot about the value of this raw material," says Tomasz 
Tokarski, President of Xanto Sp. z o.o.  

 

 
Photo 2 Hop Cones 

It all started with bees 

When asked about where the idea to produce xanthohumol came from in the first place, the CEO 
says: 

- It started with bees. I was commissioned by business partners to market a product for bees. 
Amazed by its effect, we became interested in the composition. It turned out that apart from 
spirit and water it also contained xanthohumol. At that time, there were already quite a number 
of scientific publications on the impact of this substance on human health. We established a 
technology company that patented a unique technology to produce natural xanthohumol with 
a purity of over 98% HPLC, the first in the world. As Xanto, we are the sole licensee of the patent, 
and by the end of the year we plan to purchase a 100% stake in the company. 

But Xanto is not only a business. The company has also established a foundation called "XAN- 
HOP Health for All". Its purpose is, among others, socially useful activities in the field of health 
protection and promotion. Important is also educational activity related to the properties of 
xanthohumol to improve human health, organizing, supporting and promoting therapeutic 



activities, initiatives in the field of medical science and modern medicine and initiatives of a 
health, scientific and charitable nature. 

- We already provide xanthohumol and products with xanthohumol free of charge for more 
than 300 people. This is especially true for people suffering from various stages of cancer, viral 
diseases, coronary heart disease, obesity, Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease and other 
ailments, such as 

which xanthohumol has a beneficial effect", says Tomasz Tokarski. 

The company is working to increase its production capacity. Xanto won the tender for the 
construction of a new manufacturing plant within the Pomeranian Special Economic Zone. 
Within two years, on the area of 800 sq.m. a modern production hall is to be built. 

- As part of increasing our autonomy, we want to be independent of intermediates and carry 
out the supercritical carbon dioxide extraction process by ourselves, thus becoming 
independent of the current intermediate product supplier and increasing our production 
capacity," Tomasz Tokarski reveals. 

 
Photo 3 The product in its various stages of production - from hop pellets, through extracts with increasing content of 
Xanthohumol, up to pure (over 99%) Xanthohumol. 

 

One foot on blockchain and the other on contracts 

September 15 marked the global launch of xanthohumol's over-the-counter (OTC) sales to the 
retail customer through the platform of the blockchain TRON. What does this look like in 
practice? You need to set up a cryptocurrency wallet that supports the TRON network and 
have a TRX address in that network. The activation consists in supplying the TRX address 
with several TRX tokens, which will enable the sending of XAN tokens. XAN is a utility token 
that is exchangeable for xanthohumol. One XAN corresponds to one milligram of this 
substance. In order to purchase the product we first need to acquire XANs and we can do 
this for example with money expressed in USDT (digital dollars). Operating XAN's, we can 
purchase xanthohumol. The price of XAN's, and consequently 1 mg of xanthohumol, started 
at 2 USDT in the first week of sales. It is targeted to reach a ceiling of 7 USDT in the 25th 
week of sales. The USDT 7 level is a price more than ten times lower than that offered by 
competitors. 



- Competitive pricing is achieved through a cost-effective solvent extraction process from 
natural hops and the removal of middlemen in the sales process. In practice, through 
blockchain, the buyer transacts directly with the producer, on The principle of peer to peer - 
says Tomasz Tokarski. 

The exchange of XANs for xanthohumol is done through forward transactions. A forward 
contract is an agreement to enter into a transaction in the future, the terms of which are 
agreed upon in advance. The contracts will be relatively short, only 3 months, and it is worth 
mentioning that the probability of market price decrease 

of natural xanthohumol (moreover of lower purity guaranteed by HPLC) is negligible. Xanto 
offers two types of such contracts: Classic Forward and PrePaid Forward. In a Classic Forward 
contract payment and delivery take place on the contract settlement date. In PrePaid 
Forward, payment is made in advance, at the moment the transaction is concluded. The 
advantage for the buyer of a PrePaid Forward contract is a significant discount of up to 30% 
on the standard price of a Classic Forward contract. 

- At Xanto, one foot stands on blockchain and the other on real contracts. For example, as a 
result of discussions with Japanese partners, we developed a vodka with xanthohumol, which 
they wanted to offer due to its health-promoting effects. We have already made the first 
delivery for their internal fair. Interestingly, the Japanese are targeting this vodka to 
Alzheimer's groups. We are already in talks for a wider delivery to the market. We are also 
setting up a company called XAN-HOP to offer various products containing xanthohumol. We 
also have a contract signed on 26 July this year with an NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement) with 
a large company for the supply of the raw material itself," explains Tomasz Tokarski. 

EMCODEX, an alternative to centralised commodity markets 

Emerging Commodities Decentralized Exchange (EMCODEX) is the first decentralized system 
for trading commodities, co-founded by Tomasz Tokarski. It aims to democratize the 
commodities market using blockchain technology. 

- It is almost impossible to enter the world commodity exchanges with a new raw material. 
Especially if the producer wants to operate independently. We want to remove the barriers 
imposed by the commodity market. In a decentralised market, technology encourages 
investors to trade directly. In traditional trade, on the other hand, intermediaries force 



 

producers to lower their margins and raise the prices of their services," explains Tomasz 

Tokarski.  

The aim of the EMCODEX project is to eliminate middlemen in the trade of goods. 

Although so far the term EMERGING has not existed in direct reference to COMMODITIES, the 
developers of the system want to clearly and unambiguously refer both to new commodity 
groups based on underlying products and to a modern way of standardizing such EMERGING 
COMMODITIES using available blockchain technology. So there is an opportunity to enter a new 
decentralized market for producers of new substances and raw materials. 

Using xanthohumol as an example, the authors will present the action on EMCODEX. Products 
based on xanthohumol will also be available at the mentioned exchange. The project is under 
intensive development. 

Jacek Bies  


